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Žalgiris Kaunas is without a doubt the number one team in the entire country of
Lithuania. And Lithuania on its own is one of the few countries in the world where
basketball is the number one sport. Here it

ᤀ猀

often referred to as the second

religion. The club and the fans have achieved an outstanding result for all their
work, as Zalgirio Arena is always surrounded by unforgettable emotions, no matter
the result of the game. During the 2018-2019 season, Zalgiris broke the all-time
EuroLeague regular season attendence record, with an average attendence of 14
808 fans. With 15 415 seats available in the building! The atmosphere in the arena
is simply the best. #ZALGIRISVIRGIN, the club encourages the people who want to
be a part of real sport emotions, but never tried Zalgiris game in the flesh, to lose
their Zalgiris virginity by making their way to the Zalgirio arena and living out an
unforgettable experience. It ᤀ猀 not just the
victories or even basketball itself that
draws crowds to the gorgeous Zalgirio Arena, though. It ᤀ猀 truly a must-see during
your stay in Lithuania, and quite frankly, a reason to visit the country on its own.
The #ZALGIRISVIRGIN package includes ticket, Zalgiris scarf and a manual, that will
get you fully prepared for the game with the club ᤀ猀 history, achievements, some
basketball terminology, the most popular chants and a to-do list for every real
green-and-white fan. For those who may still be unaware of it, there might not be
one single thing in Lithuania, larger than basketball. With that said, there

ᤀ猀

no

bigger team in basketball here than Zalgiris. First times are always exciting and
nerve-wrecking, and Zalgiris Kaunas promises that you ᤀ氀氀 want more. Consider this
as the club

ᤀ猀

direct invitation to lose
your Zalgiris virginity. I want to get my

#ZALGIRISVIRGIN package!

